Faster Batch Processing
with Apache Spark for
Investment Management
Software Provider

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

COMPANY

NEEDS

Our client offers state-of-the-art deal management, investor
relations and portfolio performance solutions to global investment
managers that manage in excess of a trillion dollars. Our client is
well known for offering leading financial accounting and
performance analysis products in addition to leading intelligent
research solutions for superior investments research and analysis.

Our client was involved with manually accessing databases for
information and needed an automation solution with the
following requirements:
Enable discovery of companies of interest from a variety of
data sources using selective business keywords.
Generate alerts and notifications on the fly on interesting
domains and companies based on the analysis of existing
news and press releases.
Combine human expertise with machine scalability. Provide
the user the option to continuously train the models within
the application and enhance the results accordingly, much like
a personal assistant.
Make the machine learning models to deliver only the
targeted and focused results relevant to the user. In other
words, the application should deliver personalized content to
individual preferences.
Over a period of time the data collected from the various sources
grew exponentially with the expansion of customer base and as a
result, on-the-fly alert generation latency increased significantly.
This was a major pain point for our client who wanted a lowlatency and scalable solution.

THE SOLUTION
Reduced the
latency significantly
by computing the
scores of millions
of press releases
on the fly

Ingested the company information, related news and press
releases from a variety of configurable data sources, processed
the ingested data and indexed them in Apache Solr- a
popular, super-fast open source enterprise search platform.
Developed a module to allow users to create and publish
models on demand from specified keywords using OpenNLP’s
classification algorithm.
Reduced the latency significantly by computing the scores of
millions of press releases on the fly using the Apache Spark
computing engine and generated alerts for the companies
matching the keywords.
Indexed the results in Solr for use in filters and searches.

RESULTS
Highly scalable Micro Services Architecture to
generate alerts for a specific domain.

Low-latency solution that uses Solr and generates
results in sub-seconds in a multi-tenant application
with an ability to drill-down.

Models can be updated by the end user with
newer information to achieve favorable search
results in sub-seconds.

Search results are customized for individual users
and groups based on the models.

Frameworks and Toolkit
• Apache Spark
• Spring Framework, Spring XD
• OpenNLP Machine Learning Toolkit
Database and Search Platform
• MySQL
• Apache Solr
Development Language
• Java 8

HIGHLIGHT

Apache Spark was chosen after carefully analyzing in detail the
client’s use case requirements. Spark delivered high throughput
processing with extremely low latency. In our benchmarking, the
total time taken for the alert generation, right from scanning and
processing approximately 50,000 press releases to revealing
insights, significantly reduced from around 45 minutes (even with
Java native multi-threading) to less than 2 minutes using Spark
running on a commodity server in the production environment.

